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Abstract
Does the Electoral College establish a system to elect U.S. presidents that truly represents the will of U.S. citizens? This question is 
subject to much debate in political science. Advocates of Electoral College reform assert that it fails to uphold the democratic
principle of majority rule.1 One possible course of reform is the National Popular Vote Plan, in which member states pledge to award 
their Electoral College votes to the winner of the national popular vote.2 In order to determine the validity of this proposal, the 
advantages and disadvantages of this reform must be considered.
Disparities in representation
• Inverse elections, where a presidential candidate wins the Electoral College absolute majority but not the popular vote, have 
occurred under the Electoral College system. This occurred most recently in 2016, with a difference in the popular vote of almost 3 
million votes3, and in 2000, with a difference of almost half a million votes.4
• Due to the disproportionate distribution of electoral votes relative to population, some citizen’s votes count more than others’ do.1,5
• Due to the winner-take-all system, where most states distribute all of their electoral votes to the presidential candidate who wins 
the majority vote in their state, states whose majorities consistently support one party see far less campaigning and less campaign 
policies directed toward them.6
• U.S. citizens of U.S. territories (Puerto Rico, Guam, U.S. Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands) do 
not get a vote.1
• It is possible to win the presidential election with a staggering minority of the popular vote.7
The National Popular Vote Plan (NPVP)
• Member states pledge to award their electoral votes to the winner of the national popular election.2
• Article II, Section 1 of The Constitution already grants state legislatures absolute power over how their Electoral College electors 
are appointed.10
• The National Popular Vote bill has passed in 15 states and the District of Columbia, possessing 196 electoral votes in total, and will 
take effect when additional states possessing 74 more electoral votes pass the bill to bring the total to at least 270 electoral votes.11
• Even without passing the National Popular Vote bill in every state, an absolute majority of 270 electoral votes would guarantee 
that the winner of the popular vote will win the election.
• A provision in the NPVP implies that non-member states that fail to hold direct popular vote elections will not be included in the 
determination of the national popular vote winner (though all states currently hold these elections). 2
Supporting statistics 
• “In 2012, only 10 states drew the major party presidential candidates for post-convention campaign events, and those same 10 
states attracted 99.6% of all general election television advertising spending by the campaigns and their allies.”8
• “94% of [general election campaign] events (375 of 399) were in 12 states [in 2016].”9
• Researchers found that in 2000 it was possible to win the presidential election with just 20-22% of the national popular vote, and in 
2004 it was possible to win with just 21-23%.7
• Table: Vote weight by state relative to the national average for 2008 and 2004.5
Advantages of the National Popular Vote Plan
• Presidential campaigns would be forced to appeal to the entire electorate.12
• The candidate with the majority of votes will win the presidency (no more inverse elections).8
• Electoral gridlock, where no candidate wins the absolute majority of 270 electoral votes, will no longer be possible. 2
• Passing the National Popular Vote bill does not require a constitutional amendment, which would require 38 States to ratify an 
amendment. 2
• Non-member states are still compelled to hold national popular vote elections. 2
Disadvantages of the National Popular Vote Plan
• In a multicandidate election, the winner of the popular vote may not have had an absolute majority of 270 electoral votes under the
current system, possibly leading to controversy. 2
• U.S. citizens of U.S. territories will still be unable to vote in the presidential election with no Constitutional amendments being 
made.
• No official body designates the national popular vote winner. 2
• The NPVP cannot compel non-member states to recount votes in the event of close popular election results. 2
• If a non-member state fails to be included in the determination of the national popular vote winner and this changes the result of 
the election, it will lead to controversy. 2
Discussion
The Electoral College creates unequal representation and leads to unequal campaigning in the electorate. Furthermore, it can lead to 
inverse elections, in which the winner of the 270 majority electoral votes may not be the winner of the national popular vote. The 
National Popular Vote Plan is a viable solution to this problem. Though U.S. Citizens of U.S. territories are still excluded from the 
vote under this plan; the NPVP appears to have the least barriers to implement, and the most backing, out of any viable plans for a 
national popular vote. Implementing a popular vote is crucial to equalize the weight of individual votes in a national popular 
election, to make presidential campaigns more accountable to the entire electorate, and to avoid another inverse election.
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